AT SOUTHERN NAZARENE UNIVERSITY, WE DON’T JUST BELIEVE IN YOUR DREAMS. WE EQUIP YOU WITH THE BEST EDUCATION WHICH GIVES YOU THE CONFIDENCE TO MAKE YOUR DREAMS A REALITY.

We know you are selecting a college for more than just its location or school colors. You want to go somewhere that will prepare you for the future. Your future.

At Southern Nazarene University, we want that for you too. That is why we work hard to make sure our degrees are supported by some of the top curriculum available.

We hire highly-qualified faculty who not only know the ins and outs of the profession you seek, but who truly wish to see you succeed individually. And we make sure you leave SNU prepared for your next step. To be in the mission field. That’s why we can encourage you to not just dream, but to dream with confidence.

WITH LOW DEBT PROGRAMS
SNU’s Missions major is the second largest at SNU. We offer more undergraduate missions courses than any other Nazarene school. This allows you to enjoy a wide range of missiological subjects and issues. You can also receive a substantial scholarship for hands-on supervised work in local churches and urban ministry centers. Our goal is to allow you to graduate as debt-free or near debt-free as possible to move into missionary careers without delay. Check out all our Mission Degree Scholarships at snu.edu/theo--min-scholarships.

WITH INNOVATIVE LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES FROM HIGHLY-QUALIFIED FACULTY
The chair of the SNU Missions degree has 15 years of experience in overseas missions and promotes a variety of mission awareness programs. Through this, you gain the opportunity to learn about and serve in many overseas and cross-cultural missions. Commission Unto Mexico. Summer mission commitments. Two week missions sponsored by SNU. Two month missions through Nazarene Youth In Mission Program. Or graduate and volunteer for a one-year short term overseas assignment during your first year after graduation. To check out these opportunities and more, go to snu.edu/missions.

While attending classes at SNU, you can serve as an intern in a local area. Improve your Spanish skills with one of the Hispanic congregations in town. Intern with the youth at First Korean church. Spend time working with ROC church or First Indian Church of the Nazarene, one of the multi-cultural Nazarene congregations. Or take a semester overseas to work with an organization like Feed the Children.
WITH PREPARATION FOR GREAT JOBS AFTER COLLEGE

Graduates of the SNU Missions program serve in a variety of ministries. Many serve as overseas missionaries through the Church of the Nazarene and other missionary organizations. Some work in Business as Mission enterprises across the globe including coffee shop ministries, ESL teachers and other vocations that help go where the church is not yet established. Also, some serve in ministries in the U.S. where an understanding of multi-cultural dynamics is essential.

Recent graduates serve as missionaries in Singapore, Ecuador, Japan, Mexico, the Middle East and many other areas. One serves as the field strategy coordinator in the South Pacific working closely with island nations such as Fiji and Papua New Guinea. Another couple works at the Nazarene Border Initiative serving with Latino churches across the border of Mexico and the U.S.

Our graduates are active in the mission field. Gavin (’05) and Jill (’04) Fothergill serve as missionaries with the Church of the Nazarene in Central Africa. After graduation, Jill worked in the Global Mission department of the Global Ministry Center and Gavin continued his studies at Nazarene Theological Seminary. Upon graduating in 2007, Gavin and Jill were appointed as missionaries to the Nazarene Border Initiative where they served until the end of 2012. In 2013, they were assigned to the Democratic Republic of Congo where they serve the Church of the Nazarene through leadership development and administration. In January of 2017, Gavin became the Field Strategy Coordinator for the Africa Central Field, which includes the countries of DR Congo, Gabon, Cameroon, and the Republic of Congo. They have two children; Macy and Connor.

Gavin writes, “Whether from ministry opportunities created through our programs of study, new insights given in class, or fellowship through dialogue with classmates, SNU gave us the resources to test and affirm our calls as individuals, and later as a couple. For us, SNU was an essential stepping stone on our path to ministry.”

If God has given you a passion for different cultures and a love for His Word, it is vital to have essential skills and knowledge to bring the Good News of Jesus Christ to all people groups. We at SNU want to help nurture this calling and partner with you as you prepare for cross cultural ministry.

For more information, to schedule a campus visit or to apply at SNU, please visit www.snu.edu

Southern Nazarene University
6729 NW 39th Expressway
Bethany, OK 73008-2605
Phone: 405-789-6400

“Think with Clarity. Act with Integrity. Serve with Purpose. Dream with Confidence.”